
 

ANNUAL QUESTION PAPER-2022 

 II PU ENGLISH 

  

Scheme of Valuation 

 

IOne Mark Questions 

1. Juliet           1 

2. Romeo           1 

3. Tobacco/wine/spirits         1 

4. more than 600 francs        1 

5. Love           1 

6. God           1 

7. Three priests          1 

8. Laura Llorente / Dona Laura       1 

9. Amid a crowd of stars        1 

10. Tammanna          1 

11. Basavaiah          1 

12. Poet           1 

13. Telephone receiver         1 

14. b) the worst place         1 

15. People’s Alliance Party        1 

16. Man’s head          1 

17.Fifty mopeds          1 



 

18. Bicycle           1 

 

II.  4 Mark Questions 

(Note: 2 marks for any four value points [½ mark for each value point]. 

1 mark for language ability / expression 

1 mark for coherence.) 

 

19.  Romeo fascinated by Juliet’s beauty – says she teaches torches to 

burn bright – she seems to hang upon cheek of night – compared to 

a rich jewel in Ethiope’s ear – her beauty too rich for use – too dear 

for earth – looks like a white dove among crows – says he would 

make his hand blessed by touching her hand – asks if his heart 

loved till then – did not see true beauty till that night 

 

20. Juliet-invokes night - favours arrival of night - Romeo is day in night - 

whiter than new snow on a Raven’s back - gliding upon the wings of 

night - gentle night - loving black browed night - after her death - wish to 

cut out his image in the sky as a constellation of stars - make the face of 

heaven beautiful - people to forget the garish sun. 

 

21.  The kingdom of Monaco - toy kingdom - near the borders of France 

and Italy -  on the shores of the Mediterranean Sea -  about seven 

thousand inhabitants - a real kinglet, palace, courtiers, ministers, 

bishop, generals and army- only sixty soldiers -  Taxes - on 

tobacco, wine and spirits – even poll-tax - special revenue - the 

gaming house – Roulette - the keeper always pays a large sum to 



 

the Prince- only gambling establishment left in Europe- The people 

of this kingdom were peaceable. 

 

22.   The Prince decided to dismiss the special guard – to indirectly give 

an opportunity for the prisoner to escape -but the criminal was reluctant 

to go out of prison – Minister of Justice asked him straight out – he 

refused – his character was ruined by their sentence - nobody would offer 

him a job as he was a murderer - he was timely fed by the royal kitchen – 

he had got out of the way of working - he decided to stay in the prison 

instead of running away. 

 

23.  In their youthful days Dona Laura and Don Gonzalo was in love with 

each other. Gonzalo, the gallant lover – Laura, the Silver Maiden - 

Gonzalo used to pass by on horseback - and tossed up a bouquet of 

flowers to her balcony - On his way back, she would toss the 

flowers back to him. Laura’s parents wanted to marry her off to a 

merchant - a quarrel between Gonzalo and the merchant, the suitor 

– a duel - the merchant was badly wounded – Gonzalo had to 

conceal himself -Later he fled to Seville and then to Madrid - tried to 

communicate with Laura through letters - all attempts failed… 

 

24.  The poet uses a time frame in which he addresses his lady love 

in the present, takes her to an unreal condition in the future 

and asks her to recall her past memories - The lady was beautiful in 

her youth and admired by many - The one man refers to the speaker who 

loved her for her unique soul - considers him to be different from other 



 

suitors -  all the others loved her external beauty -  he alone loved her for 

her inner beauty -  He loved her even as she grew less beautiful and 

fragile - he alone loved her pilgrim soul as well as the sorrows of her 

changing face - his love is unconditional. 

 

25.   The owner of the coconut plantation was working very hard to 

improve his financial crises -looking for someone who would help him- 

Met the old man and recruited him - drastic improvement in his 

plantation. Old man well versed in agriculture and could understand the 

problems of workers - The plantation expanded - the owner had hardly 

any work -  his attention went towards acquiring property and social 

prestige - perceptible change in the lifestyle of the owner - he became 

lethargic and shied away from hard work- His wealth and social status 

also increased -acquired a number of friends - his life became crowded 

with colourful events – indulged in umpteen vices - adultery was one 

among them – his wife became apprehensive about this – their life was 

going out of hand. 

26. Tammanna and Basavaiah – arch rivals – friends and land- 

Tammanna with 1000 acres of land – Basavaiah with 800 acres – 

Basavaiah forcibly acquired 200 acres of Tammanna’s land – 

Tammanna wanted to annihilate Basavaiah - Tammanna composed 

ballads – started singing them – became popular –  moved from 

visible to invisible domain - Basavaiah had no answer to this – 

Tammanna’s  fame rose - felicitated as the best poet –Basavaiah 



 

had no answer to this-also tried to sing but fails-shrunk in 

humiliation. 

 

27. If Heaven does not exist on Earth, where else can it be - need not 

have to look for Heaven in the skies - the concepts like ’Heaven’ ‘God’ and 

the ‘Nymphs’ - man’s imagination- man himself is God and so also the 

heavenly nymphs - They are not elsewhere but here on earth - describes 

‘the splendor of Nature’ - the streams roaring and leaping down from the 

top of the hills -  the waves that roll across the sea carrying surf at their 

edges -  the tender rays of sunlight falling on verdant gardens -  and the 

gentle sun – Heaven lies all over-  Natural things appear to be more 

beautiful than imaginary things – Heaven exists only on the earth and 

nowhere else. 

28.  Bowing is mania in Japan – quainter, formal and oriental –

infectious- inimitable grace – complicated hierarchy-rules and 

regulations regarding bowing are complex – rank, age, family, 

social position- reflected in bowing-at bus stop bow to each other 

with ceremonious solemnity – as bus arrives - bowing gentlemen 

are transformed into savages – push each other – tread each 

other’s toes – shove their elbows. 

 

29. The grey pavements in the streets of Copacabana - makes funny 

remarks for pedestrians’ lethargic and leisurely characters - the very 

same people, when they get a steering wheel in their hands - no speed is 

fast enough - increasing number of vehicles in Brazil - motor cars are 



 

extremely expensive - high import duties - the pedestrian’s life more 

hazardous every day - the drivers look out for pedestrians -  pedestrians 

as their source of entertainment- take aim and accelerate -  The 

pedestrian has to jump, leap and run for his dear life -hunters and prey – 

good tempered though - Avenida Presidente Vargas, the worst place - a 

man on your side of the Avenida Vargas suddenly catches sight of a friend 

of his on the other side - starts waving to him -  “How on earth did you 

get over there?” - “How?”  I was born on this side!” 

30. The villagers had five years to see how quickly and plentifully politics          

brought wealth, chieftaincy titles, etc.- these honours and benefits had 

come so readily to Marcus Ibe - to whom they had given their votes -  

free of charge five years ago - now ready to try it in a different way - 

Marcus Ibe was only a mission school teacher -   Joined politics wisely - to 

avoid imminent dismissal arising from a female teacher’s complaint -   

Today he was Chief the Honorable - two long cars - built himself the 

biggest house - lately installed a private plant to supply electricity to his 

new house – arranged a great feast for all – it’s their only chance to 

demand 

31. Preparations in full swing for the coming election - Roof received a 

strange visit from the leader of the POP campaign team -  the POP leader 

tries to buy his vote by paying him five Pounds.- Tempted by the amount 

offered – decides to accept the bribe for vote – the iyi from Mbanta – not 

expected by Roof -  compelled to swear on the iyi – a vote in  secret won’t 

affect Marcuss’s victory. 



 

 

32. Sheela Rani Chunkath, the former District Collector -  promoted the 

empowerment of women - including mobility as a part of the 

literacy drive - to train female activists so that literacy would reach 

women in the interior - pushed the banks to give loans for women 

to buy cycles - each block to accept specific duties in promoting the 

drive -  great personal attention was given - the whole phenomenon 

was her brainchild. 

 

 

 

III. 6 Mark Questions 

(Note: 3 marks for any 6 value points [½ mark for each value point]. 

1 mark for language ability / expression 

1 mark for coherence 

1 mark for critical appreciation) 

 

33. a) Your children are not your children - Children come through 

parents but not from them - don’t belong to parents –they are life’s 

longing for itself- parents can’t impose their thoughts on their 

children - they may house their bodies but not their souls - child’s 

parents should not be controlling towards their child – Don’t impose 

thoughts – give only love – children’s souls dwell in the house of 

tomorrow – parents cannot understand it – Parents should try to be 

like children - parents are bows children are arrows - bent by the 

archer - loves both. 



 

OR 

b) Gonzalo and Laura - loved each other during youthful days - affair 

not successful - separated by fate – meet in Madrid Park – realize 

the other person is past lover – spin romantic and incredible stories 

– hide identity – meeting produces comic situations – makes 

spectators laugh – proving everything is fair in love and war. 

OR 

c) Cycling – Pudukottai district – social movement- Metaphor for 

freedom– increases mobility - reduces dependence on men – cuts 

down time – used for waiting buses – economic benefits too - eases 

selling of produce – boosts income – increases leisure time – brings 

self-respect – confidence - freedom and liberty - 

 

 

IV. 34.   (Each question on the unseen passage and each value point 

from  a-j carries one mark.)        

 10 

a. on the bank of a great river. 

b. source of water/for food/for transport/for recreation. 

c. because rivers act as drainage channels for surface water. 

d. nearly 75% of the earth’s land surface. 

e. insects/mammals/birds. 

f. using water carried by irrigation canals nearby rivers 

g. During the early industrial era 

h. Rivers 

i. discontinue 



 

j. electrical 

 

 

V. 35.  a) (Each question on the lines of the poem and each value 

point 

from   i-iii carries one mark.)         

i) an antique land 

ii) two vast and trunkless legs of stone 

iii) a shattered visage 

 

OR 

 

b)  (Each question on the lines of the poem and each value point 

from    i-iii carries one mark.)     3 

i) He can walk 

ii)  by laughter 

iii)  when he sees sticks 

 

 

VI. 36.  Was dismissed 

Was decided 

Was announced        3 

 

37.   Roof told POP Campaigner that he worked for Marcus Ibe. But POP 

Campaigner told him that they had plenty of work to do that night. 

And further asked him impatiently if he was taking that or not. Then 



 

Roof enquired if it would not be heard outside that room. POP 

Campaigner assured him that they were after vote, not gossip.           

5 

 

38.  (At College)                                       4 

Amitha  : Good morning, Sir. (Greeting) 

Lecturer  : Very good morning. 

Amitha  : May I come in? (Seeks permission to enter the class) 

Lecturer  : Why are you late? 

Amitha : Sorry, Sir. I missed the bus. (Give reason) 

Lecturer  : You must leave home early. Get in.       

Amitha : Sure. Thank you very much, Sir. (Agreeing and 

Expressing gratitude) 

 

39.  Tammanna was well versed…….. shy away    2 

 

40.  Roof’s heart nearly……when……as………however…. hence  4 

 

VII. 41.           4 

 

1.  Israel 

2.  a small amount of water for irrigation 

3.  1970s 

4.  Rajasthan 

5. Karnataka 

6. coconuts 



 

7.  vegetables 

8.  plantation crops 

 

42.  (Note: No marks to be awarded for mere format.   5 

Format   ................................................................ 2 marks 

Content / body of the letter / text   ............................. 3 marks 

Bio-data can either be written separately or included in the body of 

the letter.) 

 

43.  a) Speech Writing         5 

(Note: 1 mark for greeting. 

2 marks for correct language usage. 

1 mark for cohesion. 

1 mark for leave taking.) 

OR 

b) Report Writing 

(Note: 2 marks for presentation of data 

2 marks for analysis of data and 

1 mark for expression.) 

 

VIII. 44.                                                                                         4 

‘They’ refers to rivers 

‘which’ refers to agriculture 

‘where’ refers to dry regions 

‘their’ refers to farmers in dry regions 

 



 

 

45.  Motor cars are very expensive in Brazil.                    1 

 

**** 


